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Abstract1

This paper presents a new dataset on the dynamics of non-performing loans (NPLs)
during 88 banking crises since 1990. The data show similarities across crises during NPL
build-ups but less so during NPL resolutions. We find a close relationship between NPL
problems—elevated and unresolved NPLs—and the severity of post-crisis recessions. A
machine learning approach identifies a set of pre-crisis predictors of NPL problems
related to weak macroeconomic, institutional, corporate, and banking sector conditions.
Our findings suggest that reducing pre-crisis vulnerabilities and promptly addressing NPL
problems during a crisis are important for post-crisis output recovery.

The dataset underlying this paper is available at:
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/annex/ecb.wp2395_annex_NPLs_dataset.en.xlsx
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Non-technical summary
High non-performing loans (NPLs)—loans that are in or close to default—are a common
feature of banking crises. High NPLs impair bank balance sheets, depress credit growth,
and delay output recovery. Yet the cross-country analysis of NPL problems during
banking crises has so far been constrained by data limitations.
This paper presents and analyzes a new dataset on NPL dynamics during banking crises.
The dataset covers the yearly evolution of NPLs for 88 banking crises in 78 countries
since 1990. This includes all major regional and global crises during this period (e.g., the
Nordic banking crisis, the Asian financial crisis, the GFC / Euro Area crisis), and
numerous standalone crises in transition and low-income economies. For each crisis,
NPLs are reported over an 11-year long window that starts three years before the crisis
and extends to seven years after the crisis.
The data reveal a number of important patterns.
First, peak NPLs during a banking crisis are often substantially higher than the pre-crisis
NPLs. Therefore, pre-crisis NPLs are not a good indicator of future NPL problems.
Second, the experience with NPL resolution varies a lot across countries. Some countries
resolve NPLs rapidly, while others are saddled with high NPLs for years after the crisis.
Third, unresolved NPLs are associated with depressed output and thus slower economic
recovery.
Fourth, a set of pre-crisis macro, banking, and institutional conditions help predict future
NPL problems. This suggests that prudent pre-crisis policies reduce the impact of a future
crisis, and offers guidance for NPL risk monitoring.
Fifth, the protracted NPL resolution in European countries after the GFC is consistent
with that in other banking crises that followed a credit boom. In contrast, high NPL levels
in those countries were unusual for advanced economies.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Elevated levels of non-performing loans (NPLs)—loans that are in or close to default—
are a common feature of many banking crises. The literature acknowledges that elevated
NPLs impair bank balance sheets, depress credit growth, and delay output recovery
(Aiyar et al., 2015; Kalemli-Ozcan, Laeven, and Moreno, 2015, IMF 2016). While it is
important to address NPL problems expeditiously, the analysis of NPL dynamics during
banking crises has so far been constrained by data limitations. We know little about the
patterns of NPL build-up and the factors that affect NPL resolution. These are important
policy issues, as some countries are still dealing with the NPLs created by the Global
Financial Crisis (GFC) and the European sovereign debt crisis, while others have high
leverage-related vulnerabilities (IMF, 2019).
This paper presents and analyzes a new dataset on NPL dynamics during banking crises.
The dataset covers the yearly evolution of NPLs for 88 banking crises in 78 countries
since 1990. This includes all major regional and global crises during this period (e.g., the
Nordic banking crisis, the Asian financial crisis, the GFC) and numerous standalone
crises in transition and low-income economies. For each crisis, NPLs are reported over an
11-year long window that starts three years before the crisis and extends to seven years
after the crisis. 2
These data allow us to study NPL dynamics during banking crises in the most
comprehensive way so far. We find that a large majority of crises (81 percent) exhibit
elevated NPLs that exceed 7 percent of total loans. In nearly half the crises, NPLs more
than double compared to the pre-crisis period. In their trajectory, NPLs typically follow
an inverse U-shaped pattern (Figure 1). They start modest, rise rapidly around the start of
the crisis, and peak some years afterwards, before finally stabilizing and declining. While
there is much commonality across crises during the NPL build-up, the experiences during
NPL resolution differ. The decline in NPLs is rapid in some cases and protracted in
others. In 30 percent of the crises, NPLs remain above 7 percent of total loans 7 years
after the start of the crisis. In a few cases, NPLs decline and peak again, forming an Mshaped pattern.

A common time window facilitates comparisons across crises. The 11-year window of our analysis
captures most NPL dynamics while minimizing confounding effects from unrelated post-crisis economic
fluctuations. The companion dataset also includes NPLs beyond this window when available.
2
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The new data also allow us to revisit a much-debated question on the determinants of
post-crisis growth. Previous literature shows that economic growth falls after a banking
crisis.3 Our data offers novel insights by highlighting a link between the dynamics of
NPLs and post-crisis growth. We use the local projection (LP) method (Jordà, 2005) to
track post-crisis NPL and output. We find a close relationship between elevated NPLs and
the severity of post-crisis recessions. Output in crises with elevated and unresolved NPLs
is persistently lower than in crises with low NPLs.
Given the close relationship between NPL dynamics and output growth post-crisis, it is
important to understand the “risk factors” of adverse NPL dynamics. We use a machine
learning approach to study which pre-crisis conditions matter for the likelihood of
elevated NPLs, the duration and magnitude of NPL build-up, and the likelihood of timely
NPL resolution.4 We find that countries with higher pre-crisis GDP per capita (which may
proxy institutional strength) and lower corporate leverage are less likely to experience
elevated NPLs during a crisis. For the crises with elevated NPLs, lower bank return on
assets and shorter corporate debt maturities predict higher peak NPLs, while lower
government debt, flexible exchange rates and higher growth predict faster NPL
stabilization and resolution. Finally, NPL stabilization and resolution takes longer in
crises higher pre-crisis credit growth. Overall, these results suggest that better ex-ante
macroeconomic, institutional, corporate, and banking sector conditions and policies can
help reduce NPL vulnerabilities during a crisis.
To put our results to use, we place the NPL experience in European crisis countries in the
GFC in historic context. We ask to which extent NPL dynamics in those countries could
have been anticipated, and whether NPL resolution has been on par with international
experience. We show that slow NPL resolution in European crisis countries is predictable
based on historic crisis experience and pre-crisis conditions, although the magnitude of
peak NPLs was higher than the historic experience could have suggested, likely due to the
subsequent sovereign debt crisis.
For example, Cerra and Saxena (2008) estimate output losses amounting to 7.5 percent of GDP over a 10year period after a crisis, Reinhart and Rogoff (2009a, 2009b) find that the peak-to-trough output decline is
on average 9 percent after a crisis. Jordà, Schularick, and Taylor (2013) show a larger credit build-up is
associated with a deeper recession.
4 Specifically, we use the “post rigorous least absolute shrinkage and selection operator” (“post-r-lasso”;
Belloni et al., 2012; Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2013) model selection approach to determine the most
informative combination of predictors for each NPL metric. This approach is particularly suitable to our
analysis because of the large number of candidate NPL predictors relative to our sample size. See Section
IV for further details.
3
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Our paper contributes to the literature on the causes and consequences of NPLs in several
dimensions. First, we present a new comprehensive dataset on the multi-year NPL
dynamics during banking crises. Our dataset complements existing data that only cover
peak NPLs during banking crises (Laeven and Valencia, 2013, 2018), as well as data on
general NPL dynamics over time (Balgova, Plekhanov, and Skrzypinska, 2017).5 We
show that NPL dynamics during banking crises are distinct (NPLs are substantially higher
and more volatile), implying possibly different causes and the need for different policies.
Second, we contribute to the literature on post-crisis growth (Cerra and Saxena, 2008;
Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009a, 2009b; Jordà, Schularick, and Taylor, 2013) with a new
angle. We show that elevated and unresolved NPLs are an important factor for large and
persistent decline in output after banking crises. Third, we add to the literature on the
determinants of NPLs, which was previously based on country or region-specific data
(e.g. Podpiera and Weill, 2008, and Ghosh, 2015, among others). Our contribution lies on
the comprehensiveness of the data and the rigor of the methodology. Furthermore, our
results have the practical merit of reducing the data requirements for NPL risk
monitoring, especially in a cross-country setting where detailed data is often scarce.
The findings of our paper have important policy implications. First, the close relationship
between post-crisis output growth and NPLs points to the importance of macro-financial
linkages in crisis recovery. Second, the identified risk factors of adverse NPL dynamics
offer useful indicators for NPL risk monitoring. Our results also suggest that better exante macroeconomic, financial, and institutional policies can alleviate the impact of
banking crises. Finally, our analysis illustrates that reliable NPL data are vital for NPL
monitoring and for the formulation of evidence-based NPL resolution polices.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section II describes the dataset and summarizes key
stylized facts. Section III analyzes the relationship between post-crisis output growth and
NPLs. Section IV studies the risk factors of NPL dynamics. Section V places the NPL
experience of the European crisis European countries in a historic perspective. Section VI
concludes. The paper is complemented by an online Appendix and the full dataset.
Apart from our focus on banking crises rather than normal times, our dataset differs from that of Balgova,
Plekhanov, and Skrzypinska (2017). Much of the Balgova et al. (2017) data is inferred from Bankscope,
which focuses on larger banks, making it unrepresentative of a country’s overall banking system, and with
coverage deteriorating back in time (Bhattacharya, 2003). In contrast, whenever available we handcollected data from IMF Staff Reports and national sources that represent the countries’ aggregate banking
systems. Furthermore, we made substantial efforts to adjust for NPL definition differences across data
sources to ensure consistency. See Section II for details.
5
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II.

A DATASET ON NPL DYNAMICS DURING BANKING CRISES
a.

Data Construction

We construct a dataset on NPL dynamics during systemic banking crises from 1990 to
2017. From the universe of 106 such crises identified by Laeven and Valencia (2013,
2018), NPL data are available for 88 episodes in 78 countries. For each crisis, we report
available NPL data over an 11-year long window that starts three years before the crisis
and ends seven years after the crisis. 6 This window is intended to capture the fact that
NPL buildup tends to precede the crisis, while NPL resolution is often protracted.
We draw our NPL data from multiple sources and take steps to ensure consistency. We
start with IMF’s Financial Soundness Indicators (FSI). The FSI data cover 103 countries
as of 2015 and offer comparable cross-country data thanks to detailed NPL classification
guidelines. The shortcoming of the FSI is that the data start in 2001, with narrow country
coverage early in the sample. 7 When the FSI data are missing, we use hand-collected data
from IMF Staff Reports. When both the FSI and Staff Report data are missing, we use
hand-collect data from the official statistics of the national authorities or other national
sources. We use Bankscope data only when none of the above data are available, due to
two concerns with its reliability. First, Bankscope often only covers publicly-traded or
large banks and thus omits the conditions of small banks. Second, the coverage is weak
pre-2000s, with large fluctuation across years in some countries. Sample breaks that result
from changing bank coverage can confound NPL dynamics observed in Bankscope.
We take multiple steps to ensure data consistency when we combine different data
sources into a single time series. First, when extending the data from a more prioritized
source using a less prioritized source, we require an overlap in the time coverage of the
two sources. We multiplicatively rescale the less prioritized source to match the more
prioritized source in the first overlapping year. 8

Laeven and Valencia (2013, 2018) identify 108 banking crises. Because we analyze multiyear NPL
dynamics, we combine crises in the same country with close timing into one episode (Brazil 1990 and 1994;
and Democratic Republic of Congo 1991 and 1994). This gives us a sample of 106 episodes.
7 Another commonly used cross-country NPL database is World Bank’s Global Financial Development
Database (GFDD). This is sourced from IMF FSI (with more historical data for some countries) and has
only a few minor discrepancies with the FSI. Note that, in the IMF definition, the term “country” may cover
entities that are not states as understood by international law and practice.
8 Using scaling to combine two series with similar trend avoids creating artificial trends and data breaks,
which may occur with interpolation or splicing methods (e.g. Balgova, Plekhanov, and Skrzypinska, 2017).
6
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Second, countries may have different regulatory definitions for NPLs: while the definition
based on 90 days past-due principal and interest payments is the most common, some
countries opt for stricter guidance to include loans less than 90 days past due. Also, the
definitions of NPLs may be different across data sources. To avoid creating definitionsrelated data breaks, we only combine data sources when their definitions are consistent
and the data discrepancy is minor (see Appendix A for further details on NPL definitions
and data sources). While this conservative approach limits the sample coverage, it is
crucial to ensure cross-country comparability of the data.
Figure 2 shows the resulting NPL series for each banking crisis identified in Laeven and
Valencia (2018).
b.

Stylized Facts

NPLs are usually higher and more volatile during banking crises compared to normal
times. The mean NPL to total loans ratio (hereafter NPL ratio) over the 11-year window
around banking crises is 10 percent with a standard deviation of 10 percent. In
comparison, the mean NPL ratio in normal times (i.e. outside the 11-year window) is 6
percent with a standard deviation of 6 percent. The difference in means is economically
and statistically significant. 9
A large majority of banking crises exhibit elevated NPLs. While NPLs are typically
modest before a crisis, they rise substantially during the crisis and remain elevated for a
long time (Figure 3). In over 80 percent of the crises, peak NPL ratio exceeds 7 percent
(Figure 4 Panel A). All but one crisis with peak NPL ratio below 7 percent correspond to
the GFC.10 In our baseline analyses, we use 7 percent as a threshold to define elevated
NPLs. This threshold is convenient because no crisis has a peak NPL ratio in a close
neighborhood of 7 percent. We also investigate the robustness of our results to alternative
thresholds.
In crises with elevated NPLs, peak NPL ratio reaches 22 percent on average and, in a few
exceptional cases, exceeds 50 percent. Peak NPLs more than double the NPLs on the
We collect data for normal time NPL ratios from IMF FSI and Bankscope. The F-test rejecting equal
means is significant at the 1 percent level. We similarly obtain a difference of 4 percentage points between
the two groups in regression analyses controlling for country and/or year fixed effects.
10 The following crises had peak NPLs below 7 percent: Austria (2008), Belgium (2008), Denmark (2008),
France (2008), Germany (2008), Haiti (1994), Luxembourg (2008), Netherlands (2008), Sweden (2008),
Switzerland (2008), United Kingdom (2007), United States (2007).
9
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crisis date in almost half of the crises; and more than quadruple in 30 percent of the crises
(Figure 4 Panel B).11
NPLs keep rising for 2.4 years on average following the start of the crisis. But in more
than 20 percent of the crises, NPLs keep rising for four years or more (Figure 5 panel
A).12 Notably, in over 30 percent of the crises, NPL ratios remain above 7 percent 7 years
after the crisis—in other words, elevated NPLs are not resolved within our time window
(Figure 5 panel B). For countries that manage to reduce NPL ratios to below 7 percent,
there is much heterogeneity in achieving such a reduction, with an average of 5 years
from the start of the crisis (Figure 5 panel C).13
Because banking crises are rarely single-country events, it is useful to compare NPL
dynamics within and across different waves of crises.14 The Nordic banking crisis of the
early 1990s was an example of effective NPL resolution in advanced economies. NPL
ratios peaked at 9-10 percent in Finland, Norway, and Sweden soon after a housing
downturn, and NPLs were resolved within 3 years in all three countries (see Figure 2).
Among Asian countries affected by the Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s, NPLs
peaked rapidly (within 1 year) and were resolved slowly (over more than 7 years) in
Malaysia and Thailand but peaked slowly (after 3 to 4 years) and were resolved rapidly
(within 2 years of the peak) in Japan and Korea. During the same period, in countries
outside Asia, NPLs tended to peak fast and be resolved within 7 years.
There is also much heterogeneity in the dynamics of NPLs during the GFC. In Europe,
Latvia achieved the fastest NPL reduction: NPLs peaked 2 years after the crisis and were
resolved a year after that. Outside Europe, Mongolia and Nigeria experienced the sharpest
rise in NPLs. On average, post-GFC NPL resolution was slow compared to prior crises.
As of end-2017, 9 out of 27 affected countries were still saddled with elevated NPLs. 15

Pre-crisis NPLs are measured prior to the first year when NPL ratio increases (1) by more than 5
percentage points or (2) by more than 150 percent in a two-year period.
12 The crisis date is taken from Laeven and Valencia (2013, 2018), who define it as the first date when two
conditions are met: (1) significant signs of financial distress in the banking system, as indicated by
significant bank runs, losses in the banking system, and/or bank liquidations, and (2) significant banking
policy intervention measures in response to significant losses in the banking system.
13 The time to resolution is truncated at 8 years after the crisis date (or at 2017 for post-2010 crises).
14 See Appendix Table C1 for the definition of crisis waves.
15 These include Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Kazakhstan, Nigeria, Russia, and Ukraine.
11
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A comparison between crises in advanced economies (AE) and emerging and developing
economies (EM) shows EM tend to have higher peak NPLs than AE (Table 1, Panel C).
In contrast, NPLs in AE take longer to peak and be resolved than in EM. These patterns
also hold when we compare AE and EM within crisis waves.16
III.

POST-CRISIS NPLS AND OUTPUT

We now proceed to a more formal analysis of the dataset. In this section, we study jow
NPLs interact with post-crisis output recovery. We ask whether post-crisis output is lower
in countries with elevated NPLs, and further lower in countries where elevated NPLs
remain unresolved. We use the local projection (LP) method of Jordà (2005), which has
been used in the literature to study the output path following financial distress (Jordà,
Schularick and Taylor, 2013; Romer and Romer, 2017).
a.

Specification

We start by assessing whether elevated NPLs affect the path of post-crisis output. We
estimate the following impulse response system of equations:
ℎ
𝑦𝑖,𝑡+ℎ = 𝛼 ℎ + 𝜃𝐻ℎ 𝐶𝑖,𝑡 × 𝐻𝑖 + ∑2𝑘=1 𝛤𝑘ℎ 𝑌𝑖,𝑡−𝑘 +  ch + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡
,

(1)

where the subscripts i and t index crises and time respectively, and the superscript
h = 1,...,7 denotes the horizon (number of years after t) being considered. The dependent

variable 𝑦𝑖,𝑡+ℎ is real GDP (in logarithm, relative to t, multiplied by 100) for crisis i at
time t+h, which captures the cumulative changes in real GDP in the first ℎ years of the
crisis. A negative 𝑦𝑖,𝑡+ℎ reflects output loss and a positive 𝑦𝑖,𝑡+ℎ reflects output gain since
the crisis. 𝛼 ℎ is the constant. Cit denotes banking crisis i at time t. H i

is a dummy

variable that equals 1 if peak NPL ratio is above 7 percent in our baseline specification.
Thus,  Hh captures the relative output loss (or gain) for crises with high NPLs compared
to those with low NPLs. The vector of control variables 𝑌𝑖,𝑡−𝑘 includes two lags of
bilateral exchange rate against the U.S. dollar, of government-debt-to-GDP ratio, and of
credit to the private sector (as a percentage of GDP), all measured in first differences. Our
controls capture broad external, fiscal, and financial conditions that the literature has

There are two exceptions. Peak NPLs during the Asian financial crisis were slightly lower in EM nonAsian countries than in AE non-Asian countries. Time to resolve during the Asian financial crisis was
longer in EM non-Asian countries than in AE non-Asian countries.
16
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found to be related to post-crisis output dynamics. We also include two lags of NPL ratio
and of real GDP growth to capture the pre-crisis relationship between NPLs and output.
h
Finally, we include crisis wave fixed effects,  c , to control for unobserved common

factors in contemporaneous banking crises.17
We then analyze whether the resolution of elevated NPLs improves growth outcomes. We
estimate:
ℎ
𝑦𝑖,𝑡+ℎ = 𝛼 ℎ + 𝜆ℎ𝑁𝑅 𝐶𝑖,𝑡 × 𝑅𝑖,𝑡+ℎ + ∑2𝑘=1 𝛤𝑘ℎ 𝑌𝑖,𝑡−𝑘 +  c + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡
,
h

(2)

where Ri ,t + h is a dummy variable that equals 1 if the NPLs were resolved in year t+h.
h
Thus,  NR
captures output differences between crises with resolved and unresolved

NPLs in a given year. We consider NPLs to be resolved if they fall below 7 percent of
total loans in our baseline specification.
b.

Results

We report two main results. First, output is on average lower in crises with elevated NPLs
compared to those with low NPLs (Table 2 Panel A and Figure 6 Panel A). The
difference in real GDP levels is 1.6 percent in the first year after a crisis and widens
further in subsequent years, reaching 6.5 percent by the sixth year. These differences are
statistically significant, as well as economically large.
Second, among crises with elevated NPLs, output is on average lower in countries with
unresolved NPLs compared to those with resolved NPLs (Table 2 Panel B and Figure 6
Panel B). The difference in real GDP levels is 7.6 percent in the first year after a crisis. In
subsequent years, the difference persists, reaching over 10 in the fourth to sixth year.18
Overall, our analysis establishes a new fact about post-crisis output dynamics: elevated
and unresolved NPLs are associated with more severe recessions. Although these results

All crises with low NPLs are in advanced economies during the GFC (see footnote 10; Haiti (1994) has
low NPLs but is not in the regression sample due to missing data on output). Crisis wave fixed effects and
lagged GDP growth thus control for the growth differential between advanced economies and emerging and
developing countries that are unrelated to high NPLs. Our results are robust to restricting the sample to the
GFC.
17

All the results are robust to using alternative 5 or 10 percent thresholds for elevated NPLs or NPL
resolution (Appendix B), to controlling also for exchange rate regime and inflation, and to winsorizing the
dependent variable.
18
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do not imply causality, the close link between output losses and NPLs nevertheless points
to the importance of elevated and unresolved NPLs in understanding the severity of postcrisis recessions.
IV.

PREDICTORS OF NPL DYNAMICS

In this section, we study what best predicts NPL dynamics in banking crises. We ask
which pre-crisis factors best explain the likelihood of elevated NPLs, the length and
magnitude of the NPL run-up, and the timeliness of NPL resolution.
a.

Methodology

Economic intuition and the existing literature on NPLs (as will be discussed below) offer
a vast set of candidate predictors for NPL dynamics. Given the limited number of historic
banking crises, indiscriminately including all these predictors in the empirical analysis
would lead to inflated standard errors and overfitting. We instead use a model selection
approach to identify key NPL predictors. From a policy perspective, identifying a narrow
set of predictors has the practical merit of reducing data requirements for risk monitoring.
We use the “post rigorous least absolute shrinkage and selection operator” (“post-rlasso”; Belloni et al., 2012; Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2013) model selection approach
to determine the most informative combination of NPL predictors. This approach is
particularly useful when the number of candidate predictors is large relative to the sample
size. Post-r-lasso is implemented in two steps. In the first step, the number of predictors is
reduced by appending the least squares fitting criterion with a penalty parameter that
shrinks the absolute sum of the coefficients of all predictors. The penalty parameter leads
to lower variance and standard errors than those in the least-squares estimator at the
expense of a downward bias in coefficients. In the second step, after obtaining the most
informative set of predictors, their coefficients are re-estimated without the penalty
parameter to remove the bias. We use ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, unless the
dependent variable is binary or truncated, in which case we use logistic and Tobit
regressions respectively. 19

Our findings are robust to using probit instead of logistic regressions. We use Tobit regressions for “time
to resolve” because this measure is truncated at 8 years after the crisis date (or 2017 for post-2010 crises).
19
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We consider various metrics of NPL dynamics as introduced in Figure 1. We start with
the likelihood of elevated NPLs, defined as NPLs exceeding 7 percent of total loans. For
crises with elevated NPLs, we consider peak NPL ratio, the time it takes for NPLs to peak
after the start of the crisis (“time to peak”) and the time for NPLs to be resolved, that is,
to decline to under 7 percent (“time to resolve”). We also examine the likelihood of
timely NPL resolution (“NPL resolution dummy”), defined as whether NPLs decline to
under 7 percent within 7 years from the start of the crisis.
We let the model selection algorithm choose from a rich set of candidate predictors
capturing domestic and external macroeconomic, banking, and corporate conditions, and
country institutional characteristics. The post-r-lasso method entails a trade-off between
the sample size and the number of candidate predictors, since observations with missing
predictor data are dropped from the sample. Because of this trade-off, we consider three
alternative specifications. The first specification includes the largest sample of crises and
the smallest set of predictors. This specification is then expanded to include additional
predictors at the expense of smaller samples. Appendix Table C2 lists all variable
definitions, and Table C3 reports the candidate predictors included in each specification.
We measure predictor variables before the crisis and all dependent variables on or after
the crisis date.20 This staggered timing helps alleviate endogeneity concerns.
Nevertheless, we do not ascribe a causal interpretation to our findings. The main goal of
our exercise is to identify predictors useful for risk monitoring.
b. Candidate NPL Predictors
Candidate predictors in the first specification include measures of domestic and external
macroeconomic conditions, and institutional strength. We capture pre-crisis domestic
macroeconomic conditions using GDP growth, domestic credit to the private sector, and
unemployment and inflation rates. The relationship between these conditions and NPLs is
theoretically ambiguous. On the one hand, weaker macroeconomic conditions may
predict higher NPLs because of their adverse impact on borrowers’ wealth and debt
service capacity (Williamson, 1987; Bernanke and Gertler 1989; Bernanke and Gilchrist
1999; Kiyotaki and Moore 1997). On the other hand, high credit and GDP growth may
reflect a credit boom with lower credit quality, leading to higher NPLs (Schularick and

20

Predictor variables reflect averages or cumulative changes over the five years prior to the crisis.
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Taylor, 2012; Calomiris and Chen, 2018; Kirti, 2018). Although inflation may make it
easier to service local currency debt by reducing its real value, it may also lead to higher
nominal and real interest rates, which raise debt service costs. High inflation may also be
associated with macroeconomic instability that exacerbates NPLs. Similar ambiguity is
present for the impact of macroeconomic conditions on NPL resolution. Favorable precrisis macroeconomic conditions may aid NPL resolution if they leave more resources for
borrowers and lenders to resolve the debts. However, strong growth fueled by a credit
boom may imply lower credit quality, challenging NPL resolution.
We also consider pre-crisis government-debt-to-GDP ratio. Higher public debt may be
associated with higher NPLs and longer NPL stabilization and resolution time, for two
reasons. First, high public debt reduces the government’s fiscal space, limiting its ability
to cushion the fallout from the banking crisis fiscally. Second, high public debt may
induce a sovereign-bank nexus where banks increase their domestic sovereign bond
purchases due to government pressure or in a gamble for resurrection, thereby crowding
out new credit to the private sector (Acharya et al. 2018; Ari, 2017).
We capture pre-crisis external conditions using the change in the bilateral nominal
exchange rate against the U.S. dollar and two dummy variables for an exchange rate peg
and for whether that peg was broken, all measured in the 5-year period prior to the crisis.
Exchange rate flexibility may cushion the decline in economic activity during banking
crises, helping stabilize and reduce NPLs. While a depreciation reduces the borrowers’
ability to serve foreign currency denominated debts, it may still facilitate timely NPL
resolution as currency mismatch-related losses to borrowers are typically easy to verify.
Institutional strength—robust corporate governance, rule of law, and an efficient legal
system—may limit the increase in NPLs and contribute to timely NPL resolution. We use
a country’s GDP per capita as a high-level proxy for institutional strength. Indicators for
specific institutional factors are unavailable for many of the crises in the dataset.
The second specification adds predictors reflecting pre-crisis banking sector conditions.
Most variables pertain to bank profitability: bank return on assets and equity, net interest
margins, operating-expense-to-net-interest-income ratio, and noninterest-income-to-totalincome ratio. Banks’ cost efficiency and profitability may reflect low monitoring and
high risk-taking and be associated with higher NPLs or reflect good management and
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imply lower NPLs (Berger and DeYoung, 1997). High profitability may also help banks
absorb capital losses associated with NPL recognition, thus facilitating NPL resolution.
We also include measures of bank concentration. A concentrated banking sector may
better internalize the negative externalities of elevated NPLs on the wider economy,
leading to lower peak NPLs and timelier resolution. Higher concentration may also make
banks more profitable thus reducing their risk-taking incentives, leading to lower NPLs;
or may have the opposite effect if banks are “too big to fail” (Kareken and Wallace, 1978;
Keeley, 1990; Carletti, 2008). 21 The second specification also includes the rule of law
index from the World Bank Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) as an additional
proxy of institutional strength.
The third and final specification adds predictors reflecting pre-crisis corporate conditions.
We use the non-financial corporate debt-to-assets ratio to capture corporate leverage,
earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) to total interest expense ratio to capture
corporate debt service capacity, the share of short-term debt in total debt, and currentasset-to-liability ratio to capture the maturity profile of debt and the rollover risk, and the
share of foreign assets in total assets to capture international competitiveness. A more
indebted corporate sector may experience higher NPLs, more internationally competitive
firms may be more resilient to adverse shocks, thereby reducing NPLs (Kalemli-Ozcan,
Laeven, and Moreno, 2015). If firms are unable to roll over loans, however, shorter
corporate debt maturities may induce faster recognition and stabilization of NPLs.
c.

Results

Table 3 shows the results of the model selection analysis. The likelihood of elevated
NPLs is lower in countries with higher GDP per capita and lower corporate debt (Panel
A). Higher GDP per capita, a proxy for institutional strength, has strong predictive power
in all three specifications. An increase in GDP per capita by one standard deviation
reduces the likelihood of elevated NPLs by 27 to 50 percentage points depending on the
specification.22 A reduction in the corporate debt-to-assets ratio, reflecting stronger
corporate sector conditions, by one standard deviation reduces the likelihood of elevated
NPLs by 31 percentage points.

We cannot include bank capitalization directly as a predictor due to the lack of available data.
22 We standardize the candidate predictors data to Z-scores (i.e. zero mean and unit standard deviation
across banking crises).
21
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Conditional on elevated NPLs, peak NPLs are lower in countries with higher bank return
on assets and longer corporate debt maturity (Panel B)—reflecting stronger banking and
corporate sectors conditions. A one standard deviation increase in bank return on assets or
in corporate debt maturity reduces peak NPLs by 5 and 4 percentage points, respectively.
A depreciation of the exchange rate against the USD by one standard deviation is
associated with a sooner NPL peak of 10 to 14 months (Panel C). Abandoning an
exchange rate peg prior to the crisis is also associated with sooner NPL peak. These
results may reflect the cushioning effect of floating exchange rates in facilitating postcrisis macroeconomic adjustment. Also, pre-crisis depreciations may be indicative of an
overall timelier policy response. Note, however, from Panel B, that depreciations and
floating exchange rates do not predict lower peak NPLs, possibly due to currency
mismatch-associated losses in firms and banks.23 NPLs peak sooner in countries with
higher pre-crisis GDP growth, consistent with higher growth raising banks’ and
borrowers’ debt management capacity. A one standard deviation increase in pre-crisis
GDP growth reduces the time to peak by one year. NPLs also peak sooner in countries
with lower pre-crisis government-debt-to-GDP ratio, reflecting more fiscal space. One
standard deviation lower government debt reduces time to peak by approximately a year.
In contrast, NPLs peak later in countries with higher pre-crisis domestic credit growth.
This may reflect the adverse impact of credit booms. A one standard deviation increase in
domestic credit growth lengthens time to peak by approximately 9 months. Also, NPLs
peak later in countries with higher longer debt maturity. A one standard deviation
increase in corporate debt maturity extends time to peak by 6 months. Together with the
results in Panel B, this implies that short-term corporate debt leads to faster NPL
stabilization but higher peak NPLs. 24
NPLs are resolved sooner, and the likelihood of NPL resolution is higher, in countries
with lower pre-crisis government debt and credit growth, consistent with credit boom
risks and fiscal space constraints (Panels D and E). One standard deviation lower precrisis government debt shortens the resolution time by over a year and increases the

Our results are robust to interacting exchange rate depreciations with proxies for currency mismatches,
including corporate foreign assets and deposit dollarization (Yeyati, 2006).
24 In specification (2), GDP per capital is positively associated with a longer time to peak. In specification
(3), GDP per capita is no longer selected when corporate conditions are controlled for. These results may
reflect higher corporate debt maturity in more developed countries.
23
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likelihood of NPL resolution by 15 percentage points. Similarly, one standard deviation
lower credit growth reduces resolution time by 9 to 16 months and increases the
likelihood of NPL resolution by 29 percentage points.
The likelihood of NPL resolution is higher in countries with higher growth, consistent
with higher growth raising banks’ and borrowers’ debt management capacity. A one
standard deviation increase in pre-crisis GDP growth raises the likelihood of NPL
resolution by 12 percentage points. Moreover, the likelihood of NPL resolution is higher
after exchange rate depreciation, consistent with floating exchange rates facilitating
macroeconomic adjustment. Notably, exchange rate depreciation is the predictor with the
strongest marginal effects: a one standard deviation larger depreciation against the USD
increases the likelihood of NPL resolution by over 32 percentage points. The likelihood
of NPL resolution is also higher when unemployment rises faster, possibly due to the
pressure to resolve the debt sooner under a deteriorating labor market. A one standard
deviation faster rise in pre-crisis unemployment rate is associated with an increase
likelihood of NPL resolution by 11 to 12 percentage points.
The likelihood of NPL resolution is also lower in countries with better pre-crisis
corporate liquidity, possibly because liquid assets held by borrowers reduce banks’
incentives to write off debt. A one standard deviation increase in corporate current-assetto-liability ratio reduces the likelihood of NPL resolution by 12 percentage points.
Finally, the likelihood of NPL resolution is higher in countries with high bank noninterest-income-to-total-income ratio, which is a proxy for profitability and good
management. A one standard deviation higher non-interest-to-total-income ratio increases
the likelihood of NPL resolution by 15 percentage points.
Overall, we thus establish a set of pre-crisis macroeconomic, institutional, banking and
corporate sector conditions that are predictive of NPL evolution during a banking crisis.
The (pseudo) adjusted R2 values range from 0.42 to over 0.86 in regressions explaining
the likelihood of elevated NPLs, 0.11 to 0.14 in regressions explaining peak NPLs, 0.03
to 0.23 in regressions explaining time to peak, 0.06 to 0.12 in regressions explaining
resolution time, and 0.16 to 0.28 in regressions for the likelihood of NPL resolution.
We subject the model selection exercise to a number of robustness tests. In the first
robustness test, we augment our specifications with crisis wave fixed effects, as the
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contemporaneous crises may share similar features. Appendix Table C4 shows the results.
The selected predictors are identical for the likelihoods of elevated NPLs and of
successful NPL resolution, while additional predictors are selected for peak NPLs and the
resolution time, and fewer predictors are selected for time to peak.
In the second robustness test, we consider alternative definitions of the NPL dynamics
measures. We use a 5 percent (instead of 7 percent) threshold for elevated NPLs, measure
peak NPLs as a multiple of NPLs at the crisis date (instead of their percentage value),
measure time to resolve NPLs relative to the year when they first exceed 7 percent
(instead of the crisis year), and consider NPLs to be resolved if they fall below 25 percent
of peak NPLs (instead of the 7 percent threshold). We compare the predictors selected
under the baseline and alternative definitions in Table 4 (Appendix Table C5 shows the
full results). Some patterns emerge from this comparison. First, there is substantial
overlap between the predictors under the baseline and the alternative definitions. This
offers comfort on the robustness of the baseline predictors.25 Second, the predictive
powers are generally higher under the baseline definitions, suggesting the relative
superiority of the baseline definitions from a forecasting perspective. Finally, the finding
that the likelihood of elevated NPLs can be explained by a high degree of accuracy, and
other aspects of NPL dynamics with a more modest degree of accuracy indicators carries
over when using alternative definitions of NPL dynamics. Overall, the model selection
results suggest that NPL risk monitoring based on a limited set of high-level
macroeconomic, institutional, and banking and corporate sector indicators is feasible.
V.

APPLICATION: NPLS IN THE EUROPEAN CRISIS COUNTRIES

Our analysis so far has offered a number of stylized facts about NPL dynamics and
identified a set of predictors. In this section, we discuss the NPL dynamics in European
crisis countries in historic context. We ask to which extent the NPL dynamics in those
countries could have been anticipated, and whether NPL resolution has been on par with
international experience. To answer these questions, we use our model selection estimates

Robust predictors include, for the likelihood of elevated NPLs, GDP per capita and corporate debt-toasset ratio; for time to peak, the exchange rate regime (depreciation or peg); for time to resolve, government
debt-to-GDP ratio; for the likelihood of NPL resolution, change in domestic credit to private sector,
government debt-to-GDP ratio (in level or change), the exchange rate (depreciation or peg), bank
noninterest-income-to-total-income ratio, and corporate current-asset-to-liability ratio.
25
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(Section IV) to make out-of-sample predictions of the post-GFC NPL dynamics in
European crisis countries and compare these predictions to actual outcomes. 26
Figure 7 plots the predictions for NPL dynamics and compares them with the actual
outcomes for a group of European crisis countries with elevated NPLs. Panel A shows
predicted average peak NPLs of 7.1 percent. While this indicates NPLs are at an elevated
level, it is substantially lower than the actual 19.9 percent. Panel B shows that predicted
time to peak is also shorter than actual: 2.5 years versus 5.6 years. In contrast, predicted
time to resolution and resolution likelihood are close to the actual outcomes. Predicted
time to resolve is 8.7 years, slightly higher than the actual 7.9 years (Panel C; note that
actual time to resolve is truncated at 8 years while predicted time to resolve is not).
Predicted resolution likelihood is 23 percent—implying 1 or 2 out of the 7 countries will
resolve NPLs within 7 years—compared to the actual 14 percent, as 1 out of 7 countries
resolved NPLs within 7 years.
Thus, our results suggest that the slow NPL resolution in European crisis countries could
have been anticipated based on historic crisis experiences and pre-crisis conditions. Yet
the magnitude of peak NPLs was higher and the time to peak longer than what historic
experience could have suggested. What drives these results?
For the two NPL outcomes that the data predict the best: time to resolution and resolution
likelihood, the main identified risk factor is pre-crisis credit boom (measured by the
change in domestic credit to private sector). This confirms the emphasis on credit booms
(and more broadly balance of payments imbalances) as causes of the European crisis
(Brunnermeier and Reis, 2019). The imprecision of the time to peak prediction is likely
attributable to the fact that although the crisis in Europe started during the GFC in 2008, it
intensified in several countries in 2011-2013 due to sovereign debt distress that spilled
over to the banking sector (Acharya et al. 2018). We follow the crisis start dating in
Laeven and Valencia (2013, 2018). Recognizing a banking crisis around 2012 would
bring the predicted time-to-peak closer to its actual value. 27

Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Hungary, and Slovenia. We examine the average across countries,
and apply the macroeconomic conditions specification to. There is insufficient data on banking and
corporate conditions in pre-2008 crises to run predictions on those specifications.
27 A sovereign debt crisis started in Greece in 2012 (Laeven and Valencia, 2018).
26
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As for peak NPLs, the key variable that drives the wedge between its actual and predicted
value for European crisis countries is GDP per capita. In our analysis, we treat GDP per
capita, among other interpretations, as a proxy for institution strength. Pre-GFC
experience suggests that a strong institutional environment helps to arrest the rise in
NPLs. Yet this was not the case in European crisis countries despite their high GDP per
capita being in the 90th percentile in our sample. Our analysis thus suggests that the
contrast between a relatively strong institutional environment and a large increase in
NPLs is, from a historical perspective, a key surprise regarding the NPL dynamics in the
European crisis countries.28
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The GFC highlighted the impact of elevated NPLs on the economy and the challenges of
NPL resolution. A decade after the GFC, the risk of NPLs remains acute in view of
leverage-related vulnerabilities in many countries. However, our understanding of NPL
dynamics during banking crises is constrained by data limitations.
Against this background, this paper introduces and analyzes a new dataset on NPL
dynamics in 88 banking crises since 1990s. We find that NPLs during banking crises are
on average higher and more volatile than NPLs in normal times. A large majority of
banking crises had elevated NPLs. While there are many cross-country commonalities in
the trajectories of NPLs, there is also much heterogeneity in NPL resolution.
We document new evidence on the close relationship between post-crisis NPLs and
output growth. NPL problems—elevated and unresolved NPLs—are associated with more
severe post-crisis recessions. These findings point to the importance of understanding
“risk factors” associated with adverse NPL dynamics (high NPLs and slow resolution).
We identify key risk factors including high credit growth, high government debt, fixed
exchange rates and high corporate debt with short maturity. These findings suggest that
sound ex ante macroeconomic and macro-prudential policies can play an important role in
preventing NPL problems during banking crises. Notably, monetary and prudential
policies can help curb excessive credit growth and limit bank risk taking, while prudent
fiscal policies can create the fiscal space needed for crisis interventions and help avoid a

To replicate the actual value of NPLs in the European crisis countries in our model, we would need to set
pre-crisis GDP per capita to below its mean for all banking crises in our sample.
28
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negative sovereign-bank loop. Exchange rate flexibility can also help cushion real and
financial shocks and support the economic recovery. Finally, strong institutions can help
ensure robust corporate governance, effective supervision and regulation of banks and
create a legal environment that facilitates NPL resolution.
Reliable NPL data are vital for anticipating and gauging the extent of NPL problems and
formulating policy responses. Although NPLs are common in many banking crises, there
are significant gaps in data coverage especially for the pre-2000 period. Also, crosscountry comparisons are hampered by a lack of a harmonized NPL definition. Recent
IMF (2006), European Banking Authority (ECB 2017), and Basel Committee (BCBS
2017) guidelines aim to promote such harmonization. Furthermore, bank-level NPL data
are still limited except for large and publicly-listed banks, and loan-level NPL data is
almost nonexistent. Filling these data gaps is essential to advance research on NPL
resolution issues.
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Table 1: Summary statistics
Panel A
(A)
Total crisis
episodes

All
Asian financial crisis, Asia
Asian financial crisis, non-Asia
Global financial crisis
Low-income countries
Transition, EU accession
Transition, non-EU accession
Nordic
Other, non-Nordic

(B)
(C)
Episodes with pre- & postcrisis data

No.

No.

col. B / col. A (%)

88
8
5
27
13
7
10
3
15

73
8
4
27
9
6
2
3
14

83.0
100.0
80.0
100.0
69.2
85.7
20.0
100.0
93.3

(D)
(F)
Episodes with peak
NPLs>=7%
col. D / col. B
No.
(%)
59
80.8
8
100.0
4
100.0
16
59.3
7
77.8
6
100.0
2
100.0
3
100.0
13
92.9

Panel B
Peak NPLs (mean)

All (with peak
NPLs>=7%)
Asian financial
crisis, Asia
Asian financial
crisis, non-Asia
Global financial
crisis
Low-income
countries
Transition, EU
accession
Transition, non-EU
accession
Nordic
Other, non-Nordic

% of total
loans

relative to
NPLs at T

Time to
peak (mean,
year from T)

21.6

2.9

2.4

24.6

3.9

33.2

Time to
resolve
(mean, year
from T)

No. resolved in 7 years
NPLs<7%

NPLs<25%
of peak

5.4

38

58

2.1

6.8

4

8

1.0

0.5

4.3

4

4

15.9

3.6

3.7

6.2

6

15

28.7

2.4

2.9

6.0

3

7

26.7

1.6

1.8

6.0

5

6

22.7

2.5

4.0

5.5

1

2

9.8
23.8

1.7
2.7

0.7
1.6

3.0
4.0

3
12

3
13
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Table 1: Summary statistics (cont’)
Panel C
Peak NPLs (mean)
% of total
loans

relative to
NPLs at T

Time to
peak (mean,
year from
T)

Time to
resolve
(mean, year
from T)

No. resolved in 7 years
NPLs<7%

NPLs<25%
of peak

Emerging and Developing

Advanced

All (with peak
13.6
3.1
3.3
5.7
12
18
NPLs>=7%)
Asian financial
8.7
1.5
3.5
5.0
2
2
crisis, Asia
Asian financial
33.6
1.1
1.0
5.0
1
1
crisis, non-Asia
Global financial
11.8
3.8
4.8
7.0
3
9
crisis
Transition, EU
25.5
1.3
2.0
5.7
3
3
accession
Other, Nordic
9.8
1.7
0.7
3.0
3
2
All (with peak
27.1
2.8
2.0
5.2
26
40
NPLs>=7%)
Asian financial
29.9
4.7
1.7
7.3
2
6
crisis, Asia
Asian financial
33.1
1.0
0.3
4.0
3
3
crisis, non-Asia
Global financial
27.5
3.0
2.3
5.2
3
6
crisis
Low-income
28.7
2.4
2.9
6.0
3
7
countries
Transition, EU
27.9
1.9
1.7
6.3
2
3
accession
Transition, non-EU
22.7
2.5
4.0
5.5
1
2
accession
Other, non-Nordic
23.8
2.7
1.6
4.0
12
13
Note: Panel A shows the number of crises episodes in our sample period (1990-2017), with pre- and postcrisis NPL data, and with peak NPLs greater or equal to 7 percent of total loans. Panel B and C show
summary statistics for the sample of crises with peak NPLs greater or equal to 7 percent of total loans. T is
the starting year of the crisis as identified by Laeven and Valencia (2013, 2018).
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Table 2: NPLs and output dynamics
Panel A: Local projection conditional paths for real growth, by elevated vs. low NPLs

Crisis x Elevated NPLs
Asian Financial Crisis dummy
Other crises dummy
Low-income crises dummy
Nordic banking crisis dummy
Constant
Observations
R-squared
Macro control

(1)
Year 1
-1.604*
(0.871)
2.097
(2.010)
4.112**
(1.810)
3.284**
(1.572)
7.536***
(1.245)
-4.211***
(1.177)
49
0.360
Yes

(2)
Year 2
-4.007***
(1.134)
4.833*
(2.524)
5.776**
(2.419)
7.477***
(2.557)
10.551***
(1.945)
-4.325***
(1.316)
49
0.494
Yes

(3)
Year 3
-5.579***
(1.360)
9.433***
(3.036)
7.873**
(3.080)
11.592***
(3.054)
14.789***
(2.485)
-3.013*
(1.547)
49
0.519
Yes

(4)
Year 4
-6.408***
(1.687)
11.115***
(3.668)
11.202**
(4.272)
14.608***
(3.911)
17.930***
(3.122)
-3.092
(2.114)
47
0.548
Yes

(5)
Year 5
-6.469***
(2.150)
12.812***
(4.637)
11.058**
(4.478)
15.225***
(4.789)
20.400***
(3.713)
-2.602
(3.089)
47
0.538
Yes

(6)
Year 6
-6.520**
(2.913)
15.709***
(5.312)
11.707**
(4.986)
16.036***
(5.373)
22.645***
(4.256)
-0.560
(3.725)
47
0.553
Yes

Panel B: Local projection conditional paths for real growth, by resolved vs. unresolved NPLs
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Crisis x Resolved NPLs
7.601***
7.830***
6.209*
11.166***
13.244*** 14.272***
(2.205)
(2.554)
(3.320)
(3.531)
(3.341)
(4.476)
Asian Financial Crisis dummy
2.286
4.710*
10.842***
11.063***
15.482*** 15.513***
(2.067)
(2.735)
(3.112)
(3.813)
(3.303)
(5.332)
Other crises dummy
4.118**
6.790***
10.147***
15.803***
8.015
7.111
(1.984)
(2.413)
(3.269)
(3.709)
(6.402)
(6.086)
Low-income crises dummy
2.276
5.446**
9.759***
14.013***
13.502***
8.825
(1.673)
(1.954)
(2.756)
(3.397)
(4.094)
(5.643)
Nordic banking crisis dummy
6.717***
9.708***
8.521**
10.402***
8.350**
6.372
(1.563)
(1.602)
(3.533)
(3.122)
(3.761)
(5.798)
Constant
-5.229***
-8.182***
-8.115***
-14.442*** -13.602*** -13.774**
(1.610)
(2.073)
(2.506)
(3.436)
(2.888)
(5.816)
Observations
38
38
38
36
34
34
R-squared
0.413
0.683
0.625
0.687
0.751
0.744
Macro control
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Note: This table reports the result of a local projection model estimating the average cumulated response of
real GDP relative to the crisis year (year zero) across crises from a set of regressions at each horizon after
the crisis year. The dependent variable is the log of real GDP (relative to year zero, multiplied by 100).
Controls (not shown) include two lags of exchange rate, debt to GDP ratio, credit to the private sector (all
measured in first difference), two lags of real GDP (in log first difference), and two lags of NPL to total
loans ratio. The default group for crisis wave fixed effects is the GFC. Elevated NPLs is a dummy variable
if peak NPLs are above 7 percent of total loans. Resolved NPLs is a dummy variable if NPLs are below 7
percent of total loans in year t. Standard errors in parentheses. ***, ** and * respectively indicate 1, 5 and
10 percent significance levels.
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Table 3: Model selection
Panel A: Probability of elevated NPLs
Dependent variable:
Specification
Elevated NPLs
(1)
(2)
dummy
Macro
Bank
(Peak NPLs>7%)
GDP per capita

-0.268***
(0.041)

-0.316***
(0.016)

Corporate debt to
asset ratio

No. of observations
Log likelihood
Adj. Pseudo R2

Panel B: Peak NPLs

(3)
Corporate
-0.498***
(0.177)

Dependent variable:
Peak NPLs
(% of total loans)

Corporate
short-term debt
(as % of total debt)
No. of observations

43

35

-29.19
0.418

-15.55
0.836

-6.98
0.862

(1)
Macro

Bank return on
assets

0.311*
(0.164)

59

Specification

R2
Adj. R2

26

(2)
Bank

(3)
Corporate

-5.050**
(2.212)
4.019*
(2.190)

47

32

24

0.194
0.138

0.142
0.113

0.209
0.134

Table 3: Model selection (cont’)
Panel C: Time to peak
Dependent variable:
Time to peak

Panel D: Time to resolve
(1)
Macro

Change in domestic
credit to private sector

(3)
Corporate
1.077***
(0.321)

1.229***
(0.262)

0.748**
(0.327)

1.338***
(0.360)

43
-78.76
0.064

29
-44.41
0.035

23
-34.75
0.120

-1.170**
(0.493)
-1.123***
(0.373)

Exchange rate depreciation
against USD
Government debt-to-GDP
ratio (gross)

-0.840***
(0.292)
0.949***
(0.249)

0.743**
(0.366)

Corporate short-term debt
(as % of total debt)

Log likelihood
Adj. Pseudo R2

Specification
(2)
Bank

-0.450**
(0.206)

Exchange rate regime
change

No. of observations

(1)
Macro

Government debt-toGDP ratio (gross)

-0.999***
(0.251)

Change in
unemployment rate

Change in domestic credit
to private sector

Dependent variable:
Time to resolve

(3)
Corporate

1.215**
(0.440)

GDP per capita
GDP growth

Specification
(2)
Bank

-0.551*
(0.317)
47

32

24

-93.22
0.032

-52.78
0.138

-35.75
0.228

No. of observations
Log likelihood
Adj. Pseudo R2
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Table 3: Model selection (cont’)
Panel E: NPL resolution probability
Dependent variable:
NPL resolution dummy

GDP growth
Change in
unemployment rate
Exchange rate
depreciation against USD

(1)
Macro
0.119***
(0.040)
0.118***
(0.044)

Specification
(2)
Bank

0.112**
(0.054)
0.322***
(0.108)

Government debt-to-GDP
ratio (gross)

-0.150**
(0.064)

Change in government
debt-to-GDP ratio (gross)

-0.160***
(0.049)

Change in domestic credit
to private sector

-0.289***
(0.044)

Bank noninterest income
to total income ratio

0.151***
(0.056)

Corporate current asset to
liability ratio
No. of observations

(3)
Corporate

-0.121***
(0.039)
44

30

24

Log likelihood
-18.37
-11.14
-8.20
Adj. Pseudo R2
0.200
0.284
0.157
Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. ***, ** and * respectively indicate 1, 5 and 10 percent significance levels. Panel A is based on observations from the
whole sample of banking crises for which sufficient data on NPL dynamics and candidate predictors are available. Panels B-E are based on the subset of crises with
elevated NPLs (i.e. peak NPL ratio over 7 percent). Predictors are selected using the post-r-lasso estimator (Belloni et al., 2012; Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2013). For
the second step estimates, Panels A, E report results from logistic regressions and C, D report results from Tobit regressions. The coefficients reported in these panels
correspond to marginal effects. Panel B reports OLS results. Change refers to cumulative change over the 5 years prior to the banking crisis. All other variables
represent average values over the same period. Coefficients for intercepts and statistically insignificant predictors are not reported. Adjusted Pseudo R2 values are
calculated according to McFadden (1974). See Appendix Table A3, C1, and C2 for variable definitions, data sources and further details on specifications.
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Table 4: Summary of predictors
Panel A: Dependent variable is high NPL probability
Predictor category
Macroeconomic
Corporate

Predictors for the baseline definition
(NPL>7%)

Predictors for an alternative definition
(NPL>5%)

GDP per capita

GDP per capita
Change in domestic credit to private sector
Corporate debt to asset ratio

Corporate debt to asset ratio

Panel B: Dependent variable is peak NPLs
Predictor category
Macroeconomic
Bank
Corporate

Predictors for the baseline definition (% of
total loans)

Predictors for an alternative definition
(relative to NPL ratio at crisis date)
Exchange rate depreciation against USD

Bank return on assets
Corporate short-term debt (as % of total debt)
Panel C: Dependent variable is time to peak

Predictor category

Macroeconomic

Corporate

Predictors for the baseline definition (relative
to crisis year)
GDP per capita
GDP growth
Change in unemployment rate
Exchange rate regime change
Exchange rate depreciation against USD
Government debt-to-GDP ratio (gross)
Change in domestic credit to private sector
Corporate short-term debt (as % of total debt)

Predictors for an alternative definition
(relative to first year when NPL > 7%)
Exchange rate peg

Panel D: Dependent variable is time to resolve
Predictor category
Macroeconomic

Predictors for the baseline definition (relative
to crisis year)
Government debt-to-GDP ratio (gross)
Change in domestic credit to private sector

Bank

Predictor category

Macroeconomic

Bank
Corporate

Predictors for an alternative definition
(relative to first year when NPL > 7%)
Change in government debt-to-GDP
ratio (gross)
Bank operating expenses as a share of netinterest

Panel E: Dependent variable is NPL resolution probability
Predictors for the baseline definition (NPLs<
Predictors for an alternative definition
7% of total loans 7 years after a crisis)
(NPLs < 25% of peak)
GDP growth
Exchange rate peg
Change in unemployment rate
Exchange rate depreciation against USD
Exchange rate depreciation against USD
Government debt-to-GDP ratio (gross)
Government debt-to-GDP ratio (gross)
Change in government debt-to-GDP
Change in government debt-to-GDP ratio
ratio (gross)
(gross)
Change in domestic credit to private
Change in domestic credit to private sector sector
Bank noninterest income to total income
Bank noninterest income to total income
ratio
Corporate current asset to liability ratio
Corporate debt to asset ratio

Note: This table summarizes predictors under the baseline and alternative definitions of NPL dynamics.
Identical or conceptually similar predictors under the baseline and alternative definitions are in bold.
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Figure 1: A typical NPL trajectory
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Figure 2: A new dataset on NPL dynamics
Global Financial Crisis
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Figure 2: A new dataset on NPL dynamics (cont’)
Asian Financial Crisis: Asian countries

Asian Financial Crisis: other countries

Nordic Banking Crisis
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Figure 2: A new dataset on NPL dynamics (cont’)
Transition countries: EU accession

Transition countries: non-accession
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Figure 2: A new dataset on NPL dynamics (cont’)
Low-income countries
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Figure 2: A new dataset on NPL dynamics (cont’)
Other crises

Note: T refers to the starting year of a banking crisis (Laeven and Valencia, 2013, 2018). The vertical axis plots
NPL to total loans ratio (%). The red line indicates the year with peak NPLs. Source: IMF FSI, IMF Staff
Reports, Bankscope, national sources.
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Figure 3: NPLs during banking crises around the world
Panel A: Pre-crisis NPLs

Panel B: NPLs in crisis start year
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Figure 3: NPLs during banking crises around the world (cont’)
Panel C: Peak NPLs

Panel D: NPLs 7 years after crisis start

Note: This figure shows NPLs (as a percentage of total loans) 3 years before the start of a crisis (Panel A),
in the crisis start year (Panel B), peak NPLs, and NPLs 7 years after the start of a crisis (Panel D).
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Figure 4: Distribution of peak NPLs
Panel A: Peak NPLs

Panel B: Peak NPLs relative to NPLs at crisis date
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Figure 5: Resolution of NPLs
Panel A: Time to peak

Panel B: NPL resolution within 7 years

Panel C: Time to NPL resolution
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Figure 6: Output dynamics
Panel A: Output path and high NPLs

Panel B: Output path and NPL resolution

Notes: Panel A plots the coefficients of the average real GDP (in logarithm, relative to the crisis year, i.e.
year zero, multiplied by 100) in crises with high NPLs relative to crises with elevated NPLs. Elevated NPLs
is defined when NPLs are higher than 7 percent of total loans. Panel B plots the coefficients of the average
real GDP (in logarithm, relative to the crisis year, i.e. year zero, multiplied by 100) in crises with resolved
NPLs relative to crises with unresolved NPLs. NPL resolution is defined when NPLs fall below 7 percent of
total loans, inclusive. Controls include crisis wave fixed effects, two lags of exchange rate, debt to GDP
ratio, credit to the private sector (all measured in first difference), two lags of real GDP (in log first
difference), and two lags of NPL to total loans ratio. The blue bar plots the 90 percent confidence interval.
Source: Authors’ estimations.
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Figure 7: European crisis NPLs

Panel A: Peak NPLs

Panel B: Time to peak

Panel C: Time to resolve

Panel D: NPL resolution probability
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Online Appendix for
The Dynamics of Non-Performing Loans during Banking Crises: A New Database
A. Definition of Non-Performing Loans
The regulatory definition of non-performing loans (NPLs) varies across jurisdictions. For
countries reporting Financial Soundness Indicators (FSI) to the IMF, the FSI guideline
recommends that loans (and other assets) should be classified as NPL when (1) payments
of principal and interest are past due by 90 days or more, or (2) interest payments equal to
90 days interest or more have been capitalized (reinvested into the principal amount),
refinanced, or rolled over (payment delayed by agreement). or (3) evidence exists to
reclassify them as nonperforming even in the absence of a 90-day past due payment, such
as when the debtor files for bankruptcy (IMF 2019, pg. 59).29
The 90-day past due criterion is most widely used by countries (Cortavarria and others,
2000) and in line with the Basel criteria for problem asset (Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision, Core Principle 18) or establishing default (Basel II), and the European
Banking Authority’s (EBA) criteria for non-performing exposures (ECB 2017). The
Basel and EBA criteria also include loans that are less than 90 day overdue but are
deemed unlikely to be repaid similar to the FSI guideline (criteria 2 and 3).

Previous FSI guideline on NPLs are similar (IMF 2006) with one exception. The 2007 revision of FSI
guideline redefined NPLs base on a narrow criterion of “principal or interest payments 90 days overdue”. In
cases where countries follow different FSI guidelines, the FSI NPL series may not be consistent.
29
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Table A1. Source and definition of NPLs
Source
IMF
Financial
Soundness
Indicators

Crisis
All

Variable Name
Bank NonPerforming
Loans to Gross
Loans (%)

Unit
Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

World Bank
World Global
Financial
Development
Database

All

Bank NonPerforming
Loans to Gross
Loans (%)

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

Bankscope

All

Total impaired
loans to gross
loans (%,
Bankscope)

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

IMF Staff
Report

All

Bank NonPerforming
Loans to Gross

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

Notes
Calculated by taking the value of NPLs as the numerator and the total value of the loan
portfolio (including NPLs, and before the deduction of specific loan loss provisions) as the
denominator.
Loans are classified as NPL when (1) payments of principal and interest are past due by 90
days or more, or (2) interest payments equal to 90 days interest or more have been
capitalized (reinvested into the principal amount), refinanced, or rolled over (payment
delayed by agreement). or (3) evidence exists to reclassify them as nonperforming even in
the absence of a 90-day past due payment, such as when the debtor files for bankruptcy
After a loan is classified as nonperforming, it (and/or any replacement loan(s)) should
remain classified as such until written off or payments of interest and/or principal are
received on this or subsequent loans that replace the original.
Loans include those financial assets created through the direct lending of funds by a creditor
to a debtor through an arrangement in which the lender either receives no security
evidencing the transactions or receives a nonnegotiable document or instrument. Collateral,
in the form of either a financial asset (such as a security) or nonfinancial asset (such as land
or a building), may be provided under a loan transaction, though it is not an essential
feature. Loans include commercial loans, installment loans, hire-purchase credit, loans to
finance trade credit and advances, financial leases, repurchase agreements not classified as a
deposit, and overdrafts. Trade credit and similar accounts receivable/payable are not loans.
Data are submitted by national authorities to the IMF following the Financial Soundness
Indicators (FSI) Compilation Guide.

Total impaired loans to gross loans from Bankscope. Bank-level data are aggregated to
country level using gross loans as weights. Bankscope does not report NPLs; instead it
reports impaired loans. The source of these figures is mostly banks' annual reports and
accounts, and these are all loans that have a specific impairment against them. There is no
conformity to defining impaired loans, both across country and intracountry because all
accounting standards are vague in their definition of when a loan is impaired and because
management discretion can change from one year to the next within a particular bank.
Loans are classified as nonperforming if payments are overdue for three months or more.
Reported on a gross basis over all banks, unless otherwise indicated below.
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Loans (%)
NPL as % of
total loans

National
source

Albania,
1994

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted
Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Argentina,
1995

National
source

Bolivia,
1994

NPL as % of
total loans,
Total financial
system
NPL as % of
total loans

National
source

Brazil,
1994

NPL as % of
total loans

National
source

Bulgaria,
1996

NPL as % of
total loans

National
source

China,
1998

NPL as % of
total loans,
state-owned
commercial
banks

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Colombia,
1998

NPL as % of
outstanding
credit

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Croatia,
1998

Nonperformin
g assets as %
of total assets

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted
Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted
Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

International Monetary Fund (IMF), 1996. “Table 24. Nonperforming Bank Loans.” Source
in: World Economic Outlook, May 1996: Focus on Fiscal Policy.” World Economic
Outlook, IMF, Washington, DC.
Central Bank of Argentina and Fund staff estimates. International Monetary Fund (IMF),
1994. “Table 13. Argentina: Indicators on Provisioning and Quality of Loan Portfolio.”
Source In: “Argentina - Background Papers.” IMF Country Report No. 94/177, IMF,
Washington, DC.
Sources: Central Bank of Bolivia; Ministry of Finance; and Fund staff estimates and
projections. International Monetary Fund (IMF), 1999. “Table 5. Selected Economic
Indicators, 1986–2004.” Source in: “Bolivia—Ex Post Assessment of Longer-Term Program
Engagement.” IMF Country Report No. 05/99, IMF, Washington, DC.
Bank of International Settlements (BIS), 1996. “Table VI.5: Non-performing loans as a
percentage of total loans.” Source in: BIS 67th Annual Report, 1996/97, BIS, Basle,
Switzerland.
Total non-performing balance and off-balance sheet assets in total assets. World Bank,
2001. “Table 1.2: Non-Performing Loans in Central and Eastern European Countries
(Percent of total loans).” Source in: “Czech Republic - Enhancing the prospects for growth
with fiscal stability - a public expenditure review (English).” World Bank Report No.
22114-CZ, World Bank, Washington, DC.
Sources: Zhao Yi, 2001; Liu Mingkang’s talk on May 29, 2003, China Banking Regulatory
Commission; China Statistical Year Book.. “Table 1. NPLs of State-owned Commercial
Banks Between 1985 and 2005.” Source in: “Non-Performing Loan of China’s Banking
System.” Tokyo Meiji Gakuin University Annual Report. Retrieved from:
http://www.meijigakuin.ac.jp/econ/academics/publications/annual/PDF/23_asia%20east_4.p
df.
Source: Banco de la Republica. Outstanding credit data does not include leasing
transactions. French-Davis R., Villar L., 2006. “Table 4. Chile and Colombia: financial
sector, 1990-2003.” Source in: “Real Macroeconomic Stability and the Capital Account in
Chile and Colombia.” Working paper No. 294, Banco de la Republica, Colombia. Retrieved
from: http://www.banrep.gov.co/es/node/545
Nonperforming assets include loans classified in percent of total assets, which here refers to
total assets of deposit money banks. At end-2001, nonperforming loans amounted to 7.8
percent of classified assets. International Monetary Fund (IMF), 2002. “Table 3. Croatia:
Selected Macro Prudential Indicators, 1995-2002.” Source in: “Republic of Croatia Financial System Stability Assessment.” IMF Staff Report No. 02/244, IMF, Washington,
DC.
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National
source

Czech
Rep.,
1996
(1994
onwards)

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

Total non-performing balance and off-balance sheet assets in total assets. World Bank,
2001. “Table 1.2: Non-Performing Loans in Central and Eastern European Countries
(Percent of total loans).” Source in: “Czech Republic - Enhancing the prospects for growth
with fiscal stability - a public expenditure review (English).” World Bank Report No.
22114-CZ, World Bank, Washington, DC.

National
source

Czech
Rep.,
1996 (Pre1994)

NPL as % of
total credit

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Ecuador,
1998

NPL as % of
total credit

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Estonia,
1992

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Finland,
1991

NPL as % of
total loans

National
source

Georgia,
1991

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted
Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

IMF Staff
Report

Greece,
2008

Nonperformin
g loans to total
gross loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Hungary,
1991

Problem loans
as % of
domestic

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

From 1994 loans previously classified as temporarily in arrears are now included under
dubious and questionable claims. Includes claims both temporarily in arrears and those
classified as dubious and questionable. International Monetary Fund (IMF), 1994. “Table
28. Czech Republic: Nonperforming Loans of the Banking System, 1992-94.” Source in:
“Czech Republic - Recent Economic Developments.” IMF Country Report No. 94/194,
IMF, Washington, DC.
Foreign currency components are valuated at end-period exchange rate. Excludes
acceptances, equity holdings, and investment trusts. Nonperforming loans are defined
broadly (including loans that no longer accrue interest). International Monetary Fund (IMF),
2000. “Table 36. Ecuador: Commercial Banks’ Outstanding Credit to the Private Sector and
Nonperforming Loans.” Source in: “Ecuador-Selected Issues and Statistical Annex.” IMF
Country Report No. 00/194, IMF, Washington, DC.
Source: EBRD Transition Report, 1998; International Monetary Fund; Central Banks. Tang,
H., Zoli, E., Klytchnikova, I., 2000. “Table 3. Soundness of the Banking Sector: Nonperforming Loans.” Source in: “Banking crises in transition economies: fiscal costs and
related issues (English).” World Bank Policy Research Working Paper No. 2484, World
Bank, Washington, DC.
Bank of International Settlements (BIS), 1996. “Table VI.5: Non-performing loans as a
percentage of total loans.” Source in: BIS 67th Annual Report, 1996/97, BIS, Basle,
Switzerland.
Source: EBRD Transition Report, 1998; International Monetary Fund; Central Banks. Tang,
H., Zoli, E., Klytchnikova, I., 2000. “Table 3. Soundness of the Banking Sector: Nonperforming Loans.” Source in: “Banking crises in transition economies: fiscal costs and
related issues (English).” World Bank Policy Research Working Paper No. 2484, World
Bank, Washington, DC.
Until June 2017 loans were classified as nonperforming when (1) payments of principal and
interest are past due by 90 days or more, or (2) interest payments equal to 90 days or more
have been capitalized (reinvested in to the principal amount, refinanced, or rolled over), or
(3) payments less than 90 days past due that are recognized as nonperforming under the
national supervisory guidance. (IMF 2018 Article IV Staff Report).
Source: Berglöf, E., Mizsei, K., 1996. “Banking Sector Development in Central and Eastern
Europe.” Economic Policy Initiative CEPR and Institute for East West Studies. As sourced
in: International Monetary Fund (IMF), 1997. “Table 32. Selected Countries in Transition:
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Problem Loans.” Source in: “World Economic Outlook, October 1997: EMU and the World
Economy.” World Economic Outlook, IMF, Washington, DC.

credit
NPL as % of
total loans
(public sector
banks only)
NPL/total
property loans
(%)

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

Bank of International Settlements (BIS), 1996. “Table VI.5: Non-performing loans as a
percentage of total loans.” Source in: BIS 67th Annual Report, 1996/97, BIS, Basle,
Switzerland.

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

Kenya,
1992

NPL as % of
total loans

National
source

Kyrgyz
Rep.,
1995

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted
Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Latvia,
1995

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Lithuania,
1995

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Malaysia,
1997

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

Pangestu, M., 2003. Table 2. Non-Performing Property Loans, 1992-April 1997. “Source in:
“The Indonesian bank crisis and restructuring: lessons and implications for other developing
countries.” G-24 Discussion Paper No. 23, Intergovernmental Group of Twenty-Four on
International Monetary Affairs, United Nations, Geneva. Retrieved from:
https://g24.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/23.pdf
Waweru, N., Kalani, V. M., 2009. “Table 1: Non-Performing Loans 1995-2003.” Source in:
“Commercial Banking Crises in Kenya: Causes and Remedies.” African Journal of
Accounting, Economics, Finance and Banking Research 4(4).
Source: EBRD Transition Report, 1998; International Monetary Fund; Central Banks. Tang,
H., Zoli, E., Klytchnikova, I., 2000. “Table 3. Soundness of the Banking Sector: Nonperforming Loans.” Source in: “Banking crises in transition economies: fiscal costs and
related issues (English).” Policy Research Working Paper No. 2484, World Bank,
Washington, DC.
Total non-performing balance and off-balance sheet assets in total assets. World Bank,
2001. “Table 1.2: Non-Performing Loans in Central and Eastern European Countries
(Percent of total loans).” Source in: “Czech Republic - Enhancing the prospects for growth
with fiscal stability - a public expenditure review (English).” World Bank Report No.
22114-CZ, World Bank, Washington, DC.
Total non-performing balance and off-balance sheet assets in total assets. World Bank,
2001. “Table 1.2: Non-Performing Loans in Central and Eastern European Countries
(Percent of total loans).” Source in: “Czech Republic - Enhancing the prospects for growth
with fiscal stability - a public expenditure review (English).” World Bank Report No.
22114-CZ, World Bank, Washington, DC.
Loans are classified as nonperforming if payments are overdue for three months or more.
Total loans include housing loans. International Monetary Fund (IMF), 2005. “Table 6.
Malaysia: Indicators of Financial Institution Soundness, 2000–04.” Source in: “Malaysia—
Staff Report for the 2004 Article IV Consultation.” IMF Country Report No. 05/15, IMF,
Washington, DC.

National
source

India,
1993

National
source

Indonesia,
1997

National
source
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National
source

Mexico,
1994

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Nicaragua
, 2000
(Pre2001)

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Nicaragua
, 2000
(20022004)

NPL as % of
total loans, all
banks

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Nicaragua
, 2000
(2005
onwards)

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Norway,
1991

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Paraguay,
1995

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Poland,
1992

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

Source: Comisión Nacional Bancaria. Banca Múltiple.1982-93, and Mexico. Comisión
Nacional Bancaria y de Valores, Boletín Estadístico de Banca Múltiple, 1993-2004. Haber,
S., Musacchio, A., 2013. “Table 3. Reported and Estimated Risk Profile of the Bank Loan
Portfolios, 1991-2003.” Source in: “These Are the Good Old Days: Foreign Entry and the
Mexican Banking System.” NBER Working Paper No. 18713.
NPLs including restructured and reprogrammed loans. International Monetary Fund (IMF),
2001. “Table 10. Nicaragua: Indicators of Financial Sector Vulnerability.” Source in:
“Nicaragua: 2001 Article IV Consultation—Staff Report; Statement by Staff Representative;
Public Information Notice on the Executive Board Discussion; and Statement of the
Nicaraguan Authorities.” IMF Country Report No. 01/148, IMF, Washington, DC.
NPLs including restructured and reprogrammed loans. International Monetary Fund (IMF),
2006. “Table 9. Nicaragua: Financial Soundness Indicators: Core and Encouraged Sets, and
Structure and Performance (in percent).” Source in: “Nicaragua: 2005 Article IV
Consultation, Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth Reviews Under the Three Year Arrangement
Under the Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility, Requests for Rephasing and Waiver of
Performance Criteria, Financing Assurances Review, and Request for Extension of the
Arrangement: Staff Report; Staff Statement; Public Information Notice and Press Release on
the Executive Board Discussion; and Statement by the Executive Director for Nicaragua.”
IMF Country Report No. 06/174, IMF, Washington, DC.
Source: Superintendency of Banks; and Central Bank of Nicaragua. In 2006, a regulatory
change narrowed the definition of Tier 1 capital. NPLs including restructured and
reprogrammed loans. International Monetary Fund (IMF), 2012. “Nicaragua: Financial
Soundness Indicators, 2005–11.” Source in: “Nicaragua: Ex Post Assessment of LongerTerm Program Engagement.” IMF Country Report No. 12/258, IMF, Washington, DC.
Source: Norges Bank. International Monetary Fund (IMF), 2005. “Table 3. Norway: Bank
Financial Soundness Indicators (FSIs).” Source in: “Norway: Financial System Stability
Assessment, including Reports on the Observance of Standards and Codes on the following
topics: Banking Supervision, Insurance Regulation, and Payment Systems.” IMF Country
Report No. 05/200, IMF, Washington, DC.
Source: Central Bank of Paraguay and Fund staff estimates. International Monetary Fund
(IMF), 2001. “Table 1.1: Selected Macroeconomic Indicators 1992-98.” Source in:
“Paraguay Country Assistance Evaluation.” World Bank Report No. 22874, World Bank
Operations Evaluation Department, Washington, DC.
Source: EBRD Transition Report, 1998; International Monetary Fund; Central Banks. Tang,
H., Zoli, E., Klytchnikova, I., 2000. “Table 3. Soundness of the Banking Sector: Nonperforming Loans.” Source in: “Banking crises in transition economies: fiscal costs and
related issues (English).” Policy Research Working Paper No. 2484, World Bank,
Washington, DC.
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National
source

Romania,
1998

Ratio of NPL
provisions
made to gross
portfolio

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Russia,
1998

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Slovak
Republic,
1998

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Slovenia,
1992

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

South
Korea,
1997

Nonperforming
credit of
commercial
banks as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Sweden,
1991

NPL as % of
total loans

National
source

Thailand,
1997

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted
Percent, October
values for 1998,
Not Seasonally

Source: National Bank of Romania. Beginning with October 1, 2000, Regulation no. 2/2000
requires a monthly classification of loans and investments. The figures for December 2005
are calculated based on the prudential reports submitted by banks before the conclusion of
banks’ balance sheet. International Monetary Fund (IMF), 2006. “'Table 21. Romania:
Commercial Banks' Specific Provisions, 1995-2005.” Source in: “Romania: Selected Issues
and Statistical Appendix,” IMF Country Report No. 06/169, IMF, Washington, DC.
Barisitz, S., 2004. “Table 2. Russia: Banking Sector-Related Indicators.” Source in:
“Distorted Incentives Fading? 'The Evolution of the Russian Banking Sector since
Perestroika, in Focus on European Economic Integration.” Österreichische Nationalbank
Eurosystem (ed.) Focus on European Economic Integration 1: 122-152.
Total non-performing balance and off-balance sheet assets in total assets. World Bank,
2001. “Table 1.2: Non-Performing Loans in Central and Eastern European Countries
(Percent of total loans).” Source in: “Czech Republic - Enhancing the prospects for growth
with fiscal stability - a public expenditure review (English).” World Bank Report No.
22114-CZ, World Bank, Washington, DC.
Total non-performing balance and off-balance sheet assets in total assets. World Bank,
2001. “Table 1.2: Non-Performing Loans in Central and Eastern European Countries
(Percent of total loans).” Source in: “Czech Republic - Enhancing the prospects for growth
with fiscal stability - a public expenditure review (English).” World Bank Report No.
22114-CZ, World Bank, Washington, DC.
Non-performing credit includes bad credit and substandard credit. Substandard credit is the
credit due to customers classified under doubtful credit but covers the collateralized portion.
Bad credit includes credit classified as “Doubtful” or “Estimated Loss”. Doubtful Credit is
that in excess of the portion collateralized to customers in arrears for more than six months,
or to issuers of dishonored bills and checks, or to companies under court receivership. The
Estimated Loss category is equivalent to customers in Doubtful Credit, but the loss has been
realized. Source: BOK, Financial Supervisory Service. As sourced in: Kataoka, H., 2001.
“Table 1b. Non-performing loans of Korean Commercial Banks (trillion KRW).” Source in:
“Korean Banking Reform: Following the Asian Financial Crisis.” J. Jay Choi (ed.) Asian
Financial Crisis Financial, Structural, and International Dimensions (International Finance
Review, Volume 1), Emerald Group Publishing Limited: 263-292. ISBN: 978-0-76230-6862.
Bank of International Settlements (BIS), 1996. “Table VI.5: Non-performing loans as a
percentage of total loans.” Source in: BIS 67th Annual Report, 1996/97, BIS, Basle,
Switzerland.
Jansen, K., 2001, “Table 4: Non-performing loans as a percentage of total loans of financial
system.” Source in: “Thailand, Financial Crisis and Monetary Policy.” Journal of the Asia
Pacific Economy 6(1): 124-152. https://doi.org/10.1080/13547860020024567
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Adjusted
National
source

Uganda,
1994

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Ukraine,
1998

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Venezuela
(19911993)

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Venezuela
(19941996)

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

Venezuela
(19971999)
Vietnam,
1997

NPL as % of
total loans
NPL of 4
SOCBs as %
of total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted
Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

Yemen
Arab
Republic,
1996 (Pre2000)

Problem loans
as % of total
loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

National
source

National
source

Source: Various issues of Bank of Uganda Quarterly and Annual Reports. The figures for
non-performing loans are average ratios per bank. Nannyonjo, J., 2002. “Table 4.4
Commercial Bank Activities, 1993-2000.” Source in: “Financial Sector Reforms in Uganda
(1990-2000): Interest rate spreads, market structure, bank performance and monetary
policy.” Economic Studies No. 110, Göteborg: Kompendiet. ISBN: 91-88514-70-6.
Retrieved from: http://hdl.handle.net/2077/2947
Source: EBRD Transition Report, 1998; International Monetary Fund; Central Banks. Tang,
H., Zoli, E., Klytchnikova, I., 2000. “Table 3. Soundness of the Banking Sector: Nonperforming Loans.” Source in: “Banking crises in transition economies: fiscal costs and
related issues (English).” Policy Research Working Paper No. 2484, World Bank,
Washington, DC.
Source: Central Bank of Venezuela, Ministry of Finance, IMF staff estimates. International
Monetary Fund (IMF), 1996. “Chart 2. Venezuela Commercial Banks, Non-Performing
Loan Portfolio.” Source in: “Venezuela—Recent Economic Developments.” IMF Country
Report No. 96/157, IMF, Washington, DC.
Sources: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions; Central Bank of Venezuela;
and Fund staff estimates. International Monetary Fund (IMF), 1999. “Table 7. Venezuela:
Commercial Banks Indicators.” Source in: “Venezuela-Staff Report for the 1999 Article IV
Consultation.” IMF Country Report No. 99/184, IMF, Washington, DC.
Bank of International Settlements (BIS), 1996. “Table VI.5: Non-performing loans as a
percentage of total loans.” Source in: BIS 67th Annual Report, 1996/97, BIS, Basle,
Switzerland.
Kubo, K., 2006. “Table 10.3. Overdue loans of deposit money banks, 1989-2002.” Source
in: “Repression of the Banking Sector in the Transition to a Market-based Economy: The
Case of Vietnam.” Watanabe M. (eds) Recovering Financial Systems. IDE-JETRO. Palgrave
Macmillan, London.
Defined as nonperforming loan over 90 days in arrears. The large increase in 1996 reflects
the introduction of the CBY’s own rigorous classification system rather than reliance on
commercial banks reporting. International Monetary Fund (IMF), 1999. “Box 5. Features of
the Banking Sector.” Source in: “Republic of Yemen-Staff Report for the 1998 Article IV
Consultation, Review Under the Extended Arrangement, and Request for the Second Annual
Arrangement Under the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility.” IMF Country Report No.
99/25, IMF, Washington, DC.
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National
source

Yemen
Arab
Republic,
1996
(2000
onwards)

NPL as % of
total loans

Percent, EOP,
Not Seasonally
Adjusted

Source: Central Bank of Yemen. Data refers to all banks except the Housing Bank and CAC
bank. International Monetary Fund (IMF), 2009. “Table 6. Republic of Yemen: Indicators of
Banking System Financial Soundness, 2001–09” Source in: “Republic of Yemen—Staff
Report for the 2009 Article IV Consultation, IMF Country Report No. 09/296, IMF,
Washington, DC.
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Table A2: Summary NPL data sources
Total No. of Crises
Crises with pre- & post-crisis data
One Source
7
2
Two Sources
15
8
Three Sources
51
49
Four Sources
12
14
Total
88
73
Source used
IMF FSI / WB GFDD
74
66
IMF Staff Reports
27
27
National Sources
10
7
Bankscope
7
3
Notes: This table summarized data sources used in constructing the final NPL data series.

Table A3: Variable definitions (NPL dynamics)
Dependent variable
Elevated NPLs
Peak NPLs

Definition
Dummy variable that equals 1 if the peak NPL ratio is above 7 percent and zero
otherwise.
The absolute magnitude of the NPL ratio at its global maximum over the sample period.
Defined as 𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 − 𝑇, where 𝑇 is the starting year of banking crisis in Laeven and

Time to peak

Time to resolve
NPL resolution

Valencia (2013, forthcoming) and 𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 is the year at which the NPL ratio reaches its
global maximum.
Defined as 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒 − 𝑇 where 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒 ≥ 𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 is the first year after 𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 where the NPL
ratio is reduced below 7 percent. If there is no such year, then 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒 − 𝑇 = 8
Dummy variable that equals 1 if the NPL ratio is reduced below 7 percent within 7 years
after the banking crisis date and to zero otherwise.
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B. Local projection
Figure B1: Output dynamics (robustness)
Panel A: Elevated NPLs (>5 percent of total loans)

Panel B: Elevated NPLs (>10 percent of total loans)

Notes: This figure plots the coefficients of the average real GDP (in logarithm, relative to the crisis year, i.e.
year zero, multiplied by 100) in crises with high NPLs relative to crises with elevated NPLs. Elevated NPLs is
defined when NPLs are higher than 5 percent (Panel A) or 10 percent (Panel B) of total loans. Controls include
exchange rate, debt to GDP ratio, credit to the private sector (all measured in first difference), real GDP growth,
and NPL to total loans ratio. Contemporaneous and 1-year lagged values of controls (measured at year zero) are
included. The blue bar plots the 90 percent confidence interval.
Source: Authors’ estimations.
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Figure B2: Output dynamics (robustness)
Panel A: NPL resolution (<5 percent of total loans)

Panel B: NPL resolution (<10 percent of total loans)

Notes: This figure plots the coefficients of the average real GDP (in logarithm, relative to the crisis year, i.e.
year zero, multiplied by 100) in crises with resolved NPLs relative to crises with unresolved NPLs. NPL
resolution is defined when NPLs are below 5 percent (Panel A) or 10 percent (Panel B) of total loans, inclusive.
Controls include exchange rate, debt to GDP ratio, credit to the private sector (all measured in first difference),
real GDP growth, and NPL to total loans ratio. Contemporaneous and 1-year lagged values of controls
(measured at year zero) are included. The blue bar plots the 90 percent confidence interval. Source: Authors’
estimations.
Source: Authors’ estimations.
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C. Model selection
Table C1: Crisis waves
Group
Asian financial crisis (Asia)
Asian financial crisis (non- Asia)
Global financial crisis (GFC)

Crises
China, 1998; Indonesia, 1997; Japan, 1997; Korea, 1997; Malaysia,
1997; Philippines, 1997; Thailand, 1997; Vietnam, 1997
Croatia, 1998; Romania, 1998; Russia, 1998; Slovak Republic, 1998;
Ukraine, 1998
Austria, 2008; Belgium, 2008; Cyprus, 2012; Denmark, 2008; France,
2008; Germany, 2008; Greece, 2008; Hungary, 2008; Iceland, 2008;
Ireland, 2008; Italy, 2008; Kazakhstan, 2008; Latvia, 2008;
Luxembourg, 2008; Mongolia, 2008; Netherlands, 2008; Nigeria,
2009; Portugal, 2008; Russia, 2008; Slovenia, 2008; Spain, 2008;
Sweden, 2008; Switzerland, 2008; Ukraine, 2008; Ukraine 2014;
United Kingdom, 2007; United States, 2007

Low-income countries

Bolivia, 1994; Cape Verde, 1993; Haiti, 1994; Kenya, 1992; Moldova,
2014; Nicaragua, 1990; Nicaragua, 2000; Nigeria, 1991; Togo, 1993;
Uganda, 1994; Yemen, 1996; Zambia, 1995; Zimbabwe, 1995
Transition countries, EU accession Bulgaria, 1996; Czech Republic, 1996; Estonia, 1992; Hungary, 1991;
Latvia, 1995; Lithuania, 1995; Poland, 1992; Slovenia, 1992
Transition countries, non-accession Albania, 1994; Armenia, 1994; Azerbaijan, 1995; Belarus, 1995;
Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1992; Georgia, 1991; Kyrgyz Republic,
1995; Macedonia, 1993
Nordic
Finland, 1991; Norway, 1991; Sweden, 1991
Other
Argentina, 1995; Argentina, 2001; Brazil, 1990; Colombia, 1998;
Costa Rica, 1994; Dominican Republic, 2003; Ecuador, 1998;
Eswatini, 1995; India, 1993; Jamaica, 1996; Lebanon, 1990; Mexico,
1994; Paraguay, 1995; Turkey, 2000; Uruguay, 2002; Venezuela, 1994
Notes: “Low-income countries” is defined according to the IMF’s list of Poverty Reduction and Growth Trust
(PRGT) eligible countries (IMF, 2016).
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Table C2: Predictors used in model selection
Variable name
Corporate current asset to
liability ratio
Corporate debt to asset ratio
Corporate interest coverage
ratio
Corporate foreign assets as
percent of total assets
Corporate short-term debt as
percent of total debt
Bank net interest margin
Bank noninterest income to
total income
Bank return on assets
Bank return on equity
Bank operating expenses as
a share of net-interest
Bank concentration

Domestic credit to private
sector

Gross government debt-toGDP ratio

Definition
Ratio of current assets to current liabilities.

Source
IMF CVU

Total debt to total asset ratio, where total debt is the sum of short-term debt, current portion of long-term
debt, and long-term debt.
Ratio of earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) to interest expenses on debt.

IMF CVU

Foreign assets as a share of total assets, where foreign assets represent the consolidated firm’s total or
identifiable assets of foreign operations.
Short term debt as a share of total debt, where total debt is the sum of short-term debt, current portion of
long-term debt, and long-term debt.
Accounting value of bank's net interest revenue as a share of its average interest-bearing (total earning)
assets.
Bank’s income that has been generated by noninterest related activities as a percentage of total income
(net-interest income plus noninterest income).
Commercial banks’ after-tax net income to yearly averaged total assets.
Commercial banks’ after-tax net income to yearly averaged equity.
Operating expenses of a bank as a share of sum of net-interest revenue and other operating income.

IMF CVU

Assets of three largest commercial banks as a share of total commercial banking assets. Total assets
include total earning assets, cash and due from banks, foreclosed real estate, fixed assets, goodwill, other
intangibles, current tax assets, deferred tax assets, discontinued operations and other assets.
As a percentage of GDP. Domestic credit to private sector refers to financial resources provided to the
private sector by financial corporations, such as through loans, purchases of nonequity securities, and trade
credits and other accounts receivable, that establish a claim for repayment. For some countries these claims
include credit to public enterprises. The financial corporations include monetary authorities and deposit
money banks, as well as other financial corporations where data are available (including corporations that
do not accept transferable deposits but do incur such liabilities as time and savings deposits). Examples of
other financial corporations are finance and leasing companies, money lenders, insurance corporations,
pension funds, and foreign exchange companies.
Debt is the entire stock of direct government fixed-term contractual obligations to others outstanding on a
particular date. It includes domestic and foreign liabilities such as currency and money deposits, securities
other than shares, and loans. It is the gross amount of government liabilities reduced by the amount of

World Bank GFDD
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IMF CVU

IMF CVU
World Bank GFDD
World Bank GFDD
World Bank GFDD
World Bank GFDD
World Bank GFDD

World Bank GFDD

IMF Historical Public
Debt

equity and financial derivatives held by the government.
Unemployment rate
Unemployment, total (percent of total labor force). Unemployment refers to the share of the labor force
World Bank WDI
that is without work but available for and seeking employment.
GDP per capita
Constant 2010 USD, included only in pre-crisis and crisis duration.
World Bank WDI
GDP growth
Real GDP growth rate (annual percent) at market prices based on constant local currency. Aggregates are
World Bank WDI,
based on constant 2010 U.S. dollars.
IMF IFS
Inflation rates
Inflation as measured by the consumer price index reflects the annual percentage change in the cost to the
World Bank WDI
average consumer of acquiring a basket of goods and services that may be fixed or changed at specified
intervals, such as yearly. If World Bank data is missing, we use consumer inflation data from the World
Economic Outlook (April 2018)
Exchange rate depreciation
Annual growth rate of the bilateral nominal exchange rate (percent) to USD. Positive values indicate a
BIS
against USD
depreciation of the local currency.
Exchange rate peg
Dummy variable that equals 1 if the country's exchange rate regime was either fixed peg or crawling peg at Ilzetzki, Reinhart &
time t, equals 0 otherwise. Exchange rate regimes are based on the Ilzetzki, Reinhart, and Rogoff
Rogoff (2017)
classification.
Exchange rate regime
Dummy variable that equals one if the exchange rate peg variable changed in the five years before the
Ilzetzki, Reinhart &
change
Laeven-Valencia crisis date.
Rogoff (2017)
Rule of law
Captures perceptions of the extent to which agents have confidence in and abide by the rules of society,
World Bank WGI
and in particular the quality of contract enforcement, property rights, the police, and the courts, as well as
the likelihood of crime and violence.
Note: CVU is IMF’s Corporate Vulnerability Utilities data. IFS is IMF’s International Financial Statistics data. GFDD is World Bank’s Global Financial
Development Database. WGI is World Bank’s World Governance Indicator
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Table C3: Candidate predictors by specification
Specification

Number of
observations

List of candidate predictors

Exchange rate regime change, exchange rate peg, GDP per capita, GDP
growth, inflation rate, exchange rate depreciation against USD, gross
Macroeconomic
government debt-to-GDP ratio, change in gross government debt-to-GDP
43-59
conditions
ratio, domestic credit to private sector, change in domestic credit to private
sector, unemployment rate, change in unemployment rate.
Everything in the baseline specification, bank concentration, change in bank
Banking sector
concentration, bank return on assets, bank return on equity, bank operating
29-43
conditions
expenses as a share of net-interest, bank noninterest income to total income,
bank net interest margin, rule of law
Everything in the baseline specification, corporate current asset to liability
Corporate
ratio, corporate debt to asset ratio, corporate EBIT to total interest expense
23-35
conditions
ratio, corporate foreign assets as percent of total assets, corporate short-term
debt as percent of total debt
Note: Number of observations vary due to changes in the dependent variable (see Table A1) and missing values
for independent variables. “Change” in a variable refers to cumulative change between 𝑇 − 5 and 𝑇 − 1 where
𝑇 is the banking crisis date.
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Table C4: Model selection with country wave dummies
Panel A: High NPL probability
Dependent
variable:
Elevated NPLs
dummy
(Peak NPL > 7%)

GDP per capita

Panel B: Peak NPLs
Specification

Dependent
variable:
Peak NPL ratio
(% of total
loans)

Panel C: Time to peak
Specification

(1)

(2)

(3)

Macro

Bank

Corporate

-0.221***
(0.067)

-0.316***
(0.016)

-0.498***
(0.177)

GDP per capita

-6.697**
(3.168)

0.311*
(0.164)

Exchange rate
depreciation
against USD

4.246**
(1.621)

Corporate debt
to asset ratio

(1)

(2)

(3)

Macro

Bank

Corporate

Bank return
on assets

-9.588*
(4.917)

59

43

35

Log likelihood

-26.62

-15.55

-6.98

Adj. Pseudo R2

0.602

0.836

0.862

No. of
observations

Dependent
variable:
Time to peak

(1)

(2)

(3)

Macro

Bank

Corporate

-0.856***
(0.299)

GDP growth
Government
debt-to-GDP
ratio (gross)

0.786***
(0.215)

-4.449**
(2.001)

Corporate
short-term debt
(as % of total
debt)
No. of
observations

Specification

3.704*
(1.963)

47

32

24

R2

0.393

0.430

0.316

Adj. R2

0.245

0.293

0.127
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No. of
observations
Log
likelihood
Adj. Pseudo
R2

47

32

24

-87.85

-46.96

-34.67

0.036

0.165

0.190

Table C4:
selection with
group
(cont’)

Panel D: Time to resolve
Dependent variable:
Time to resolve

Panel E: NPL resolution probability
(1)
Macro

Specification
(2)
(3)
Bank
Corporate
0.319*
(0.177)
1.115***
(0.367)
1.507***
(0.443)

Inflation rate
Government debt-to-GDP
ratio (gross)
Change in domestic credit
to private sector

Dependent variable:
NPL resolution dummy

0.975**
(0.416)

GDP growth

(1)
Macro
0.225***
(0.080)
0.183**
(0.074)

Change in unemployment
rate
Exchange rate depreciation
against USD
Government debt-to-GDP
ratio (gross)
Change in government
debt-to-GDP ratio (gross)

-0.204***
(0.071)

Change in domestic credit
to private sector

-0.334***
(0.056)

43

29

23

-75.28
0.034

-42.08
0.002

-32.53
0.102

No. of observations
Log likelihood
Adj. Pseudo R2

0.149***
(0.043)
0.601***
(0.120)
-0.273**
(0.115)

Bank noninterest income to
total income ratio
Corporate current asset to
liability ratio
No. of observations
Log likelihood
Adj. Pseudo R2

Specification
(2)
(3)
Bank
Corporate

Model
country
dummies

-0.096**
(-0.048)
-0.298*
(0.169)
0.285***
(0.087)
-0.160**
(0.068)

44
-17.16
0.106

30
-8.52
0.217

24
-6.48
0.086

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. ***, ** and * respectively indicate 1, 5 and 10 percent significance levels. Panel A is based on observations from the whole sample of
banking crises for which sufficient data on NPL dynamics and candidate predictors are available. Panels B-E are based on the subset of crises with elevated NPLs (i.e. peak NPL ratio in
excess of 7%). Predictors are selected using the post-r-lasso estimator (Belloni et al., 2012; Belloni & Chernozhukov, 2013). For the second step estimates, Panels A, E report results from
logistic regressions and C, D report results from Tobit regressions. The coefficients reported in these panels correspond to marginal effects. Panel B reports OLS results. Change refers to
cumulative change over the 5 years prior to the banking crisis. All other variables represent average values over the same period. Country group dummies are specified in Appendix Table
C1. Coefficients for intercepts, country group dummies and statistically insignificant predictors are not reported. Adjusted Pseudo R2 values are calculated according to McFadden (1974).
See Appendix Table A3, C1, and C2 for variable definitions, data sources and further details on specifications.

Table C5: Model selection with alternative definitions
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Panel A: High NPL probability

Panel B: Peak NPLs

Dependent
variable:
Elevated NPLs
dummy
(Peak NPL >
5%)

Dependent
variable:
Peak NPL ratio
(relative to NPL
ratio at crisis date)

GDP per capita

Specification
(1)

(2)

(3)

Macro

Bank

Corporate

-0.261***
(0.064)

-0.236***
(0.084)

-0.211*
(0.108)

Change in
domestic credit
to private sector

0.138**
(0.066)

Corporate debt to
asset ratio

0.148***
(0.048)

No. of
observations

59

43

35

Log likelihood

-31.78

-19.32

-12.32

Adj. Pseudo R2

0.459

0.520

0.749

Panel C: Time to peak
Specification
(1)

(2)

(3)

Macro

Bank

Corporate

Exchange rate
depreciation
against USD

No. of
observations

-0.895*
(0.502)

47

32

24

R2

0.030

0.167

0.183

Adj. R2

0.009

0.078

0.106
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Dependent
variable:
Time to peak
(relative to
first year with
NPL > 7%)
Exchange
rate peg

No. of
observations
Log
likelihood
Adj. Pseudo
R2

Specification
(1)

(2)

(3)

Macro

Bank

Corporate

1.475**
(0.660)

1.970**
(0.906)

47

32

24

-99.77

-66.27

-51.70

0.016

-0.003

0.019

Table C5: Model selection with alternative definitions (cont’)
Panel D: Time to resolve
Dependent variable:
Time to resolve (relative to
first year with NPL > 7%)

(1)
Macro

Change in government
debt-to-GDP ratio (gross)
Bank operating expenses as a
share of net-interest

Specification
(2)
Bank

(3)
Corporate
0.856**
(0.358)

-0.683**
(0.314)

Panel E: NPL resolution probability
Dependent variable:
NPL resolution dummy (=1 if NPL 7
years after crisis date below 25% of
peak NPL)
Exchange rate peg
Exchange rate depreciation
against USD
Government debt-to-GDP ratio
(gross)
Change in government debt-to-GDP
ratio (gross)
Change in domestic credit to private
sector
Bank noninterest income to total
income

(1)

Specification
(2)

(3)

Macro

Bank

Corporate

-0.237***
(0.063)
0.239**
(0.116)
-0.161**
(0.081)
-0.135***
(0.044)
-0.249***
(0.057)

-0.111***
(0.031)
-0.129***
(0.027)
0.210***
(0.073)

0.189**
(0.091)

Corporate debt to asset ratio
No. of observations
Log likelihood
Adj. Pseudo R2

46

32

16

-104.30
0.000

-69.14
0.007

-29.54
0.047

No. of observations
Log likelihood
Adj. Pseudo R2

-0.345***
(0.079)

44

30

24

-15.98
0.252

-3.19
0.696

-10.96
0.555

Notes:

Robust standard errors are in parentheses. ***, ** and * respectively indicate 1, 5 and 10 percent significance levels. Panel A is based on observations from the whole sample of
banking crises for which sufficient data on NPL dynamics and candidate predictors are available. Panels B-E are based on the subset of crises with elevated NPLs (i.e. peak NPL
ratio in excess of 7%). Predictors are selected using the post-r-lasso estimator (Belloni et al., 2012; Belloni & Chernozhukov, 2013). For the second step estimates, Panels A, E
report results from logistic regressions and C, D report results from Tobit regressions. The coefficients reported in these panels correspond to marginal effects. Panel B reports
OLS results. Change refers to cumulative change over the 5 years prior to the banking crisis. All other variables represent average values over the same period. Coefficients for
intercepts and statistically insignificant predictors are not reported. Adjusted Pseudo R 2 values are calculated according to McFadden (1974). See Appendix Table A3 and C2
for variable definitions, data sources and further details on specifications.
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